The coherent manipulation of spin and pseudospin underlies existing and emerging quantum technologies, including quantum communication and quantum computation 1, 2 . Valley polarization, associated with the occupancy of degenerate, but quantum mechanically distinct valleys in momentum space, closely resembles spin polarization and has been proposed as a pseudospin carrier for the future quantum electronics 3, 4 . Valley exciton polarization has been created in the transition metal dichalcogenide monolayers using excitation by circularly polarized light and has been detected both optically [5] [6] [7] and electrically 8 . In addition, the existence of coherence in the valley pseudospin has been identified experimentally
. The manipulation of such valley coherence has, however, remained out of reach. Here we demonstrate all-optical control of the valley coherence by means of the pseudomagnetic field associated with the optical Stark e ect. Using below-bandgap circularly polarized light, we rotate the valley exciton pseudospin in monolayer WSe 2 on the femtosecond timescale. Both the direction and speed of the rotation can be manipulated optically by tuning the dynamic phase of excitons in opposite valleys. This study unveils the possibility of generation, manipulation, and detection of the valley pseudospin by coupling to photons.
The broken inversion symmetry in monolayer transition metal dichalcogenide (TMDC) crystals in the semiconducting MX 2 (M = Mo, W; X = S, Se) family gives rise to a nontrivial Berry phase at the K and K valleys in momentum space 10 , where the optically accessible direct bandgap occurs in these materials 11, 12 . This Berry phase, together with the angular momentum of the atomic orbitals, leads to different optical selection rules for the two valleys: excitons in the K valley couple to left-circularly polarized photons, while excitons in the K valley couple to right-circularly polarized photons, thus permitting the optical generation of valley polarization through control of the helicity of light [5] [6] [7] . Moreover, when a TMDC monolayer is excited with linearly polarized light, a coherent superposition state is established between the K and K valley excitons 9 . Such a coherent state can, in principle, be manipulated by lifting the energy degeneracy between valleys through the breaking of time-reversal symmetry in the material. In this regard, d.c. magnetic fields have been applied to achieve a valley splitting of a few meV [13] [14] [15] [16] . Circularly polarized light also breaks time-reversal symmetry, and researchers have used it to create larger valley splittings, corresponding to pseudomagnetic fields up to 60 T (refs 17,18) . In addition, this optical approach permits us to access the ultrafast timescale: in this work, we demonstrate the coherent manipulation of the valley pseudospin on the femtosecond timescale.
The optical Stark effect has been applied to manipulate the spin/pseudospin in quantum systems, such as atomic quantum gases 19 , quantum dots 20, 21 , and III-V quantum wells 22 . Here we utilize this strong pseudomagnetic field in monolayer WSe 2 to rotate the valley pseudospin in the superposition plane of K and K valley polarizations (Fig. 1) . We start by exciting the monolayer with near-resonant linearly polarized light to generate a coherent superposition state. In the Bloch sphere representation, this is equivalent to a pseudospin lying in the equatorial plane, with the |K and |K states pointing towards the north and south poles, respectively. Following this coherent excitation, we apply a belowgap circularly polarized control pulse to lift the valley energy degeneracy byh ω. The induced change in the transition energy of the two valleys leads to different oscillation frequencies for excitons at K and K valleys and, accordingly, to the development of a dynamic phase difference φ ∼ ω t for a control pulse of duration t. We can describe the effect of this phase evolution as a rotation of the valley pseudospin in the equatorial plane of the Bloch sphere by an angle φ.
We first use transient reflectivity spectroscopy to characterize the breaking of the valley degeneracy by the optical Stark effect, as previously explored in refs 17 and 18. (See Methods for details concerning our measurements.) As shown in Fig. 1c , the exciton peak in monolayer WSe 2 is blue-shifted by about 2 ± 0.5 meV for a circularly polarized control pulse with a fluence of 1 mJ cm
(at the sample after correcting for the influence of the substrate) with a red-detuning of 160 meV from the A exciton. This optical Stark shift, as previously reported 17, 18 , occurs only in one valley and induces an energy splitting between the K and K valleys. (The observable absorption peak shift in a pump-probe experiment is smaller than the intrinsic optical Stark shift of 10 meV that would be achieved for a longer control pulse of the same peak intensity. This situation arises because the duration of control pulse is comparable to the coherence time of the excitonic transition, so that averaging over the time-dependent control pulse leads to a reduced shift. We analyse this effect in detail in Supplementary Section IV.) The energy splitting implies a pseudospin beat frequency of ω/2π = 0.48 THz. Based on our control pulse duration of t ∼ 100 fs, we expect an induced pseudospin rotation of roughly 0.1π, comparable to the experimental results presented below.
We track the valley pseudospin in the Bloch sphere (Fig. 1d ) through its signature in the polarization of the photoluminescence 9 . Following application of the linearly polarized excitation pulse and of the circularly polarized control pulse, we collect the photoluminescence (PL) signal and analyse its polarization state (Methods). Since the linearly polarized excitation generates valley coherence between excitons in the TMDC monolayer, the PL exhibits a linear polarized component with its axis aligned with the excitation direction. (In the ideal case, the emission would be fully linearly polarized for linearly polarized excitation; dephasing effects reduce the degree of linear polarization, but do not change its orientation.) If the valley exciton pseudospin is rotated in the Bloch sphere by an angle φ, the axis of the PL polarization will rotate by half of the corresponding angle φ/2 (Supplementary Section I). Thus, by measuring the polarization of the PL after application of produced by the optical Stark e ect with a circularly polarized control pulse. The black solid and red dashed peaks are, respectively, the imaginary part of the fitted dielectric functions with and without the pump pulse. d, Experimental configuration used to generate and monitor the rotation of the valley pseudospin. An ultrafast control pulse is introduced at a controlled time delay τ after the linearly polarized excitation pulse. The photoluminescence generated by the excitation pulse is spectrally filtered, analysed in terms of its polarization state, and collected by an imaging spectrometer.
our control pulse, we can determine the direction and speed of the pseudospin rotation.
Experimentally, we first examine the influence of the control pulse by detecting the polarized PL using an optical bridge scheme. For linearly polarized excitation along the x direction (Fig. 2) , we set the analyser to θ = 45
• and collect the parallel (a channel) and perpendicular (b channel) components of the photoluminescence. The A exciton PL peak in WSe 2 is observed at 1.725 eV, with a Stokes shift of about 20 meV and a small trion peak at 1.701 eV, sitting on a background from localized states and higher-lying transitions. In the absence of the control pulse, the polarization axis of the emission coincides with the excitation direction: the two detection channels then yield identical spectra (Fig. 2, lower) . For a leftcircularly polarized control pulse introduced nearly simultaneously with the excitation pulse, the response in the two channels (Fig. 2 , upper curves) differs near the A peak, with the a channel increasing significantly for photon energies from 1.712 to 1.738 eV. This indicates an anticlockwise rotation of the valley pseudospin induced by the control pulse.
We summarize the influence of the polarization rotation by recording the PL intensities I a and I b of the A exciton in the two orthogonal detection channels. (The A exciton strength is obtained by fitting the experimental emission spectra and excluding the background contribution.) The rotation-induced PL anisotropy is described by the normalized Stokes parameter S 2 = (I a − I b )/ (I a + I b ) for the analyser set at θ = 45
• . As shown in the inset of Fig. 2 , S 2 increases monotonically with the power of the control beam. This trend is expected provided that the induced rotation of the polarization does not exceed π/4 for the highest power in our experiment.
To measure the orientation of the polarization of the PL more precisely, we performed measurements in which we scan the analyser angle θ (Fig. 3 , with complete spectra in Supplementary Section V). For arbitrarily polarized light with a linear polarization component, S 2 (θ ) varies as cos[2(θ − θ 0 )], where θ 0 is the angle of the linearly polarized component of the radiation with respect to the excitation direction. In Fig. 3 , we show the results for different polarization states of the control pulses. When the control pulse is linearly polarized, S 2 follows the expected sinusoidal variation with θ 0 = 0, corresponding to no rotation of the valley pseudospin. However, for a left-circularly polarized control pulse (blue squares), the angular dependence is clearly shifted, corresponding to θ 0 = 0.12π = 22
• or a 44
• anticlockwise rotation of the valley pseudospin in the Bloch sphere. For a right-circularly polarized control pulse (red diamonds), the angular dependence is shifted in the opposite direction by θ 0 = −0.11π. This result directly confirms that the direction of polarization rotation of the PL (and, hence, of the underlying valley pseudospin) is determined by the helicity of the circularly polarized control pulse. We note that the amount of pseudospin rotation, while constrained here by our detection scheme, should readily cover the full 2π range. (The maximal rotation is limited by two-photon PL induced by the control pulse, which complicates the detection of one-photon PL generated by the excitation pulse. In the future, the two-photon PL could, for example, be avoided by limiting the control photon energy to less than half of the exciton transition energy.)
In addition to the rotation of the PL polarization, we also observe a reduction in the maximum value of S 2 . In contrast, when the control pulse either precedes the excitation pulse or is linearly polarized, we find both the orientation of the polarization and the magnitude of S 2 remain unchanged. The observed depolarization effect under pseudospin rotation can be understood as the consequence of the incoherent integration of the PL in both the temporal and spatial domains (Supplementary Section II) ; no additional pump-induced decoherence processes need to be invoked.
By varying the delay time of the control pulse after the excitation pulse, we can also directly probe the dynamics of intervalley coherence (Fig. 4) . For each choice of excitation-control delay time, we characterize the degree of coherence by the value of S 2 (θ = 45
• ). We observe that S 2 reaches a peak around 50 fs, corresponding to the maximum pseudospin rotation in Fig. 3 , and decays away within 800 fs. This fast response indicates that the intervalley decoherence time T 2 in monolayer WSe 2 lies in the range of hundreds of femtoseconds. If we switch the helicity of the control pulse, the delay dependence of S 2 is inverted, in agreement with the rotation picture described above.
To analyse the dynamics of valley coherence and control in more detail, we introduce a quantum beat model of the process. For simplicity, we assume instantaneous excitation of the superposition state along the x direction at time t = 0. We then find that the PL emission along the θ direction is I θ (t) ∝ e intervalley decoherence time; and φ i (t) (for i = 1, 2), the dynamic phase, proportional to the time integral of the time-varying excitedstate energy E i (t). Since we do not time-resolve the PL in our experiments, we compute the delay dependence of the Stokes parameter S 2 from the expression for I θ (t) after an appropriate integration over the whole emission time (Fig. 4, solid line) . To apply this model, we use the known duration of the control pulse and the fact that the maximum value of S 2 is 0.20 in the absence of a control pulse. This information allows us to estimate the ratio between T 1 and T 2 , leaving only two independent parameters in the model (Supplementary Section I). (We note that the partial degree of linear polarization has several possible origins, including intervalley scattering induced by defects/impurities, intravalley scattering, and the exchange interaction between excitons [23] [24] [25] . Within our model, we neglect possible initial depolarization effects in creating the valley excitation, in accord with the near-resonant character of our optical excitation.) The two independent parameters are the intervalley decoherence time T 2 , and the optical Stark shift. We obtain a match to experiment for T 2 = (350 ± 50) fs, a value comparable to the decoherence time measured by recent photonecho experiments [26] [27] [28] . Moreover, the fitted Stark shift also agrees with the value determined by our frequency-domain measurements (Supplementary Sections III and IV).
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the possibility of ultrafast rotation of the exciton valley pseudospin in monolayer WSe 2 , with control of the rate and rotation angle. Our scheme for valley pseudospin manipulation should also extend to the recently discovered quantum-confined states of excitons in TMDC layers [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . For these localized excitonic states, the valley pseudospin degree of freedom is expected to be well preserved 34 , but their lifetimes are far longer than for the free excitons examined in this work. In addition, full control of valley pseudospin could be achieved by means of stimulated Raman adiabatic passage in a real or pseudomagnetic field. More generally, excitons in TMDC layers play a central role in emerging optoelectronic applications of twodimensional van der Waals materials and their heterostructures. The ability to manipulate valley coherence provides access to a new degree of freedom for future quantum devices.
Note added in proof : After submission of our manuscript, results demonstrating the rotation of the valley pseudospin by static magnetic fields were reported by other researchers 35, 36 .
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